Abstract. Abstraction-guided simulation is a general framework for automatically harnessing, during simulation, information from abstraction and model checking. EverLost is our platform for industrial-strength abstraction-guided simulation. EverLost takes an RTL Verilog design and preimage/abstraction information from any BDD-based abstraction/model-checking tool, and automatically generates code that implements abstraction-guided simulation and directly compiles with the design under the widely-used Synopsys VCS simulator. The platform enables flexible exploration of abstraction-guided simulation -different formal tools and guidance heuristics are easily inserted -while providing the capacity, speed, and Verilog compatibility of a leading industry-standard tool.
-Any conservative abstraction technique is used to create a model small enough for symbolic model checking. The abstract model preserves existence of any paths to the error states, but may introduce paths that don't correspond to any concrete path. -If formal verification succeeds (either finding no abstract error paths, or successfully concretizing an abstract error path), we are done. The interesting case for simulation is when formal verification fails (and attempts at abstraction refinement fail to create a tractable model), as can occur typically with large hardware designs. -The model checker has computed a series of pre-images from the error states in the abstract model. From these pre-images, we can dump a sequence of BDDs, representing sets of abstract states whose shortest (abstract) path to an error state is i abstract states long. Visualize these sets as concentric "rings" around the error states. A concrete state that abstracts to an abstract state in ring i is at least i clock cycles away from an error state. -During directed random simulation, the simulator can consult the abstraction information for guidance by periodically computing the abstraction of the current simulation state and querying which ring it is in. Thus, the simulator can benefit from considerable information computed by model checking the abstract model.
An analogy is to driving with a GPS navigation device: one's concrete location (GPS coordinates) goes into the device, which contains an abstract model of the terrain and provides optimum routing for the abstract model; problems arise when the abstract model is inaccurate (e.g., due to construction); in those cases, the user wanders semilost until the device computes a usable new route. The name "EverLost" is a play on a pioneering, widely-deployed in-car GPS navigation system. Abstraction-guided simulation is a broad and flexible framework, so research is needed to explore trade-offs. Hence, we have created EverLost, as a flexible, yet industrial-strength platform for exploring abstraction-guided simulation. The key features of EverLost are:
-Direct connection into Synopsys VCS, one of the most widely used Verilog simulators, giving true industrial capacity, simulation speed, and language compatibility. -Simple interfacing to any BDD-based abstraction/model-checking tool. All we need are the concrete state variables, the abstraction functions, and the BDD rings. -Easy exploration of different guidance heuristics. Currently, we have implemented a simple parameterized stochastic search; this is an active research area.
EverLost Architecture
The three major components for using EverLost are the logic simulator, the abstraction/model-checking engine, and the EverLost tool itself (Fig. 1) . For tight integration and highest performance, we had to target a specific logic simulator, although the tool could be retargeted easily. We chose Synopsys VCS, one of the most widely used industrially. For the interface with the abstraction/model-checking engine, we designed for maximum flexibility: all we require are a list of the design's latches, the abstraction map, and the BDD pre-images that are a by-product of model checking. Given the needed inputs, EverLost generates a simulation guidance driver in C, the abstraction function in C, and a C interface in Verilog, which are passed to VCS along with the Verilog files and the BDD pre-images. The user can specify different simulation guidance heuristics via EverLost options.
EverLost
The code generated by EverLost is compiled with VCS into a single executable. Internally, the simulator calls the EverLost driver every clock cycle. The EverLost code can read the current simulation state, possibly save it, and possibly evaluate it using the abstraction information. The EverLost code can then allow the simulation to continue, or it can force the simulator to jump to a particular state. In our current guidance heuristic, from a given state, the simulator explores n different traces for k cycles and picks the best state (i.e., the state that abstracts to the pre-image closest to the target states) from which to continue; one more parameter controls when to resort to a random walk to try to get around dead-ends.
Sample Results and Performance Overhead
We report some results from two publicly available designs: a USB 1.1 PHY [11] interface, and a full USB 2.0 Function Core [12] . We used VCEGAR [7] with NuSMV [4] as our formal engine; these tools are state-of-the-art, freely available, and support Verilog. When the designs were too big, the formal engine did not produce useful abstract models, so in some experiments, we used only a few sub-modules. VCS and EverLost, of course, had no capacity problems, including for the full Function Core.
When the formal engine provided enough pre-image rings, EverLost was able to guide simulation towards a target using up to an order of magnitude fewer simulation clock cycles than random simulation. For example, while verifying two usb rx phy coverage points, the formal engine generated 27 and 23 pre-images for (1) acknowledging receiving data and (2) Table 1 . Simulation Overhead. The columns show, from left to right: the design, the number of latches, the length of each random trace, and the CPU times for the simulation when EverLost is absent, when only the C-Interface calls are added, and when both C-Interface calls and guiding heuristics are present, and the total overhead ratio. averaged 1.4M clock cycles and 13 seconds versus 0.5M clock cycles and 1.25 seconds for EverLost. Simulation overhead has two components: the overhead of calling/returning from the Verilog test bench to the C interface, and the time required by the heuristic to evaluate concrete states and choose an action. To measure the overhead, we ran extended random simulations on variously sized designs. Table 1 shows the results, averaged over 5 random runs each, with negligible standard deviations. Notice that as the design size increases, the predominant overhead is due to the interface between Verilog and C, rather than the guidance heuristic.
Future work includes reducing overhead and exploring guidance heuristics.
